
🏠The Study
What is the Study and how do you use it?

What is the Study
The Study is your personalised learning centre where you can create your own, one off
quizzes (Self Practice Quizzes) and take daily quizzes created by an algorithm that sets you
questions at specific intervals to maximise knowledge retention (Spaced Learning)

How to Set Up Your Study - Available Items and Collections
To start using your Study you will need to add quiz items. This can be done in two ways.
The first is via the Available Items tab on the Study page. When you click on this you will see
a list of all the quizzes that you have available to add to your Study.

The second is via your Collections of quizzes, accessed via the Collections icon in the
left-hand menu. When you open a Collection you will see a list of quiz items.

In both the Available Items list and Collections, each quiz item will have a hat icon next to it,
a grey hat indicates the quiz is NOT in your Study, whilst a blue hat indicates it IS in your
Study. To add a quiz not in your Study, or to remove a quiz that is, just click on the hat and
the colour will change to reflect its updated state.

The Available Items tab and Add to Study icon



An example of an open Collection and the Add to Study icon

📥  What’s In your Study - Study Items
Once you have added some quiz items to your Study you will be able to see them in the
Study Items tab of the page (you can also use the hat icon here to remove quizzes). The
questions in these tests will feed into both the Self Practice and Spaced Learning quizzes.

You can also see what percentage of questions in each quiz are at different Mastery Levels
in this list. Hover your mouse over the progress bar for the percentage information.

The Study Items tab

HINT: You can jump to any quiz from the Available or Study items lists by clicking on the
right arrow in the Actions column.



Using the Study - Study Overview
Now you have added questions to your Study, your Study Overview will show you how many
questions you are studying and how many of those questions you have at different Mastery
Levels. Initially they will all start at the ‘Unseen’ level. To move those questions up the levels
you need to answer them correctly and repeatedly over an extended period of time.

The Study Overview tab

🤳 Self Practice Quizzes

The Self Practice Quiz pop up



Self Practice quizzes allow you to focus on a particular subset of questions. As you move
questions into higher levels you will have the option to filter the questions that feed into your
Self Practice quizzes by Mastery Level using the tick boxes in the corner of those Master
Level boxes.

After clicking on Prepare Quiz you will have further options for creating your quiz:

⏳ Exam / Timed Exam / Practice
Choose whether to get feedback and marks back on questions straight after answering them
(Practice) or to wait until the end of the quiz (Exam / Timed Exam)

🔢  Length
How many questions in your test (max. 100)

🔖 Tags
Module, Subject, Topic, Sub Topic and Skill tags are set by your administrator and allow you
to customise the questions you answer in the Self Practice quiz. Remember that selecting a
particular Module will mean that only Subjects within that Module will be available to select
from the Subjects drop down and so on through Topics and Sub Topics.

🌌  Spaced Learning
The Spaced Learning quizzes are designed to feed you questions at specific intervals to
ensure you have retained the knowledge of how to answer them. You will need to enable the
Spaced Learning quizzes by clicking Activate and then choosing how many questions you
would like per day.

You can disable or change the number of questions in your daily Spaced Learning quiz by
clicking on the cog icon.

The Study Overview indicating where to activate and edit your Spaced Learning quizzes



❔FAQ's
● Why aren't my higher Mastery Levels increasing when I've answered so many

questions today?
○ There are 3 criteria you need to meet to move questions up the Mastery

Levels. Answering them correctly, answering them correctly multiple times
and answering them correctly with increasing gaps between attempts. You
might need to wait answer a question correctly with a week or more's gap to
move it. The Spaced Learning quizzes will feed you questions at the correct
time to help you move them up

● Should I use the Self Practice or Spaced Learning Quiz?
○ We wouldn’t say it's better or worse to use the Self Practice vs Spaced

Learning quizzes. They are there for different reasons. The Self Practice
quizzes allow you to focus on a particular subset of questions (10 Unseen
Maths questions for example, or 50 Novice English questions), you can also
take as many of these quizzes as you want each day. The Spaced Learning
quizzes are designed to feed you questions at the right moment, often
enough to improve your performance on them.

● Why haven't I received my Spaced Learning quiz today?
○ You should almost always receive a Spaced Learning quiz everyday. If you

have a small amount of questions in your Study then you might not have
enough questions that need to be answered on a particular day.  If you have a
lot of questions (more than 50) and you don’t receive a Spaced Learning
Quiz, please contact your administrator

● Does it matter if I miss a Spaced Learning quiz?
○ To get the most out of the Spaced Learning algorithm you should try and

complete the quiz everyday. If you don't complete the Spaced Learning quiz
for a few days, the quiz will not update. So if a quiz is generated on Monday
and you don't attempt the Spaced Learning quiz until Friday, it will still be
Monday’s quiz that you attempt on Friday.


